Tensile and shear properties of fingernails as a function of a changing humidity environment.
The mechanical properties of fingernails are important because of their impact in preventing damage and in maintaining their appearance. In particular, knowing the effect of local environmental conditions can tell us how they might best be protected. In order to better understand this, tensile tests were carried out to characterise the properties of fingernails at different relative humidities. Cyclic tests were also conducted to investigate the ability of the structure to recover deformation at different moisture contents. Torsional tests were performed to determine the shear modulus of the keratinous matrix material which binds together the fibrous components of the fingernails. This enabled an analysis of how the material may resist bending, torsion and permanent deformation in a natural environment. In particular, it is shown that at low relative humidity the nails are more brittle, and at high moisture contents they are more flexible. Increasing relative humidity lowers torsional stiffness much more than tensile stiffness, suggesting that moisture plasticises the matrix rather than affecting the fibres. The twist to bend ratio is minimised at 55% RH, close to the natural condition of nails which should minimise susceptibility to torsional damage due to plasticisation and a disruption of the matrix material binding the keratin fibres.